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ABSTRACT 

Background: The sensitivity of radiomic features to several confounding factors, such as reconstruction settings, 

makes clinical use challenging. In order to investigate the impact of harmonized image reconstructions on feature 

consistency, a multicenter phantom study was performed using 3D printed phantom inserts reflecting realistic tumor 

shapes and heterogeneity uptakes.  

Methods: Tumors extracted from real PET/CT scans of patients with Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer served as model 

for three 3D printed inserts. Different heterogeneity pattern were realized by printing separate compartments that can 

be filled with different activity solutions. The inserts were placed in the NEMA image quality phantom and scanned 

various times.  First, a list-mode scan was acquired and five statistical equal replicates were reconstructed. Secondly, 

the phantom was scanned four times on the same scanner. Thirdly, the phantom was scanned on six PET/CT 

systems. All images were reconstructed using EARL-compliant and locally clinically-preferred reconstructions. EARL-

compliant reconstructions were performed without (EARL1) or with (EARL2) point-spread function (PSF).  Images 

were analyzed with and without resampling to 2 mm cubic voxels. Images were discretized with a fixed bin width 

(FBW) of 0.25 and a fixed bin number (FBN) of 64 bins. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of each scan setup 

was calculated and compared across reconstruction settings. An ICC above 0.75 was regarded as high.  

Results: The percentage of features yielding a high ICC was the largest for the statistical equal replicates (70%- 91% 

for FBN, 90%-96% for FBW discretization). For scans acquired on the same system, the percentage decreased, but 

the majority of features still resulted in a high ICC (FBN: 52%-63%, FBW: 75%-85%). The percentage of features 

yielding a high ICC decreased more in the multicenter setting. In this case, the percentage of features yielding a high 

ICC was larger for images reconstructed with EARL-compliant reconstructions: e.g. 40% for EARL1, 60% for EARL2 

vs. 21% for the clinically-preferred setting for FBW discretization. When discretized with FBW and resampled to 

isotropic voxels, this benefit was more pronounced.  

Conclusion: EARL-compliant reconstructions harmonize a wide range of radiomic features. FBW discretization and a 

sampling to isotropic voxels, pronounces the benefits of EARL-compliant reconstructions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Personalized cancer treatment is one of the main promises of modern medicine. Analyzing the combinations of patient 

genetics and tumor phenotype in medical images can provide additional information on treatment response and 

diagnosis and has therefore the potential to help in clinical decision making (1). One part of this approach is the 

rapidly growing field “radiomics” that aims to extract a large number of feature values from medical images describing 

tumor phenotype as well as tumor inter- and intra-heterogeneity (2–4). In Positron Emission Tomography combined 

with Computed Tomography (PET/CT) images, radiomics has shown promising results in the assessment of treatment 

response and patient survival for several cancer types, such as head-and-neck or lung cancer (5,6).  

Besides these positive results, many studies reported on the limitations and challenges of radiomics, including the 

sensitivity of feature values to differences in reconstruction algorithm, voxel size, smoothing, and discretization 

method (7–9). In order to make radiomic studies comparable over patients, institutions, and scanners, it is essential 

that radiomic features are harmonized across centers. The European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) 

attempts to reduce this variability of measurements in multicenter clinical trials in its EANM Research Ltd (EARL) 

accreditation program (10). For this purpose, it harmonizes basic standard uptake value (SUV) features based on the 

SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak by comparing phantom scans of the NEMA NU2-2012 image quality (IQ) phantom. For 

this purpose, centers choose one reconstruction setting that is in line with the standards provided by EARL and uses 

an iterative reconstruction algorithm (EARL1). It has been shown that also reconstructions including resolution 

modeling (based on the Point-Spread-Function (PSF)) can be used to harmonize PET/CT systems  (EARL2) (11).  

Additional to the EARL-compliant reconstructions, every center applies usually also one reconstruction with settings 

leading to optimal lesion detection that is used for clinical reads. As illustrated in Figure 1, the quality of a PET/CT 

image differs across these three reconstruction settings which have therefore a high impact on the extracted radiomic 

features (see Table 1). 

The EARL harmonization is based on basic SUV features. To the best of our knowledge, there is no multicenter 

experimental study yet that investigated the effect of EARL harmonization on the variability of complex radiomics 

features. For this purpose, one object that reflects realistic heterogeneity uptake has to be scanned at multiple centers 

and the feature values across centers have to be compared. Commercial available phantoms such as e.g. the NEMA 

image quality phantom are not optimal, as they contain only spherical and homogeneous uptake objects. Therefore, in 

this study, 3D printed phantom inserts were designed and built according to tumors extracted from typical PET-scans 

and reflecting more realistic uptake distributions than seen with spheres. These inserts were scanned at three 

institutions on six different PET/CT systems. Feature values were extracted from EARL-compliant (EARL1 and 
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EARL2) and local clinically preferred reconstructions. The reliability, repeatability, and reproducibility of radiomic 

features was reported. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Phantom Design and 3D Printing 

Three 3D printed phantom inserts were used in this study. PET scans of patients with Non-Small-Cell-Lung-Cancer 

(NSCLC) served as models for the inserts. For this purpose, several NSCLC tumors showing various heterogeneity 

uptake pattern were visually checked. Three tumors with different shapes and uptake characteristics were selected as 

models for the 3D print. These tumors were segmented, slightly smoothed, scaled, and converted to a 

stereolithography (STL) file in order to make the printing possible. Differences in heterogeneity uptake were realized 

by printing two separate compartments that can be filled with different activity solutions. The heterogeneity uptake 

patterns include a homogeneous tumor (tumor 1), a tumor with heterogeneity uptake in the sagittal view (tumor 2) and 

a tumor with a necrotic core (tumor 3). The size of the inserts are displayed in Table 2.  The printing was performed by 

a FormLabs Form 2 printer, which relies on a stereolithography (SLA) technique to cure its photopolymeric Formlabs 

Clear FLGPCL02 resin (Formlabs Inc., Somerville, Ma, USA). A picture of the 3D inserts as well as the corresponding 

tumors are displayed in Figure 2. The inserts were placed at equal distances in the NEMA NU-2 IQ phantom. The 

feature values of the phantom inserts were verified to be within the range of radiomic feature values extracted from 10 

FDG PET/CT studies of NSCLC patients (12). More than 82% of the features are well within the clinically expected 

range, while only 1.6% show a large variation from the clinical data. Therefore, the inserts generate feature values 

that are representative for clinical data. 

Phantom scans   

        In order to obtain features comparable across institutions and PET/CT-systems, only features that are reliable, 

repeatable, and reproducible should be used. Whereby reliable features are defined as features yielding only marginal 

differences when extracted from images obtained under exactly the same conditions. While repeatable features are 

features that result in small differences when extracted from various scans of the same subject. Reproducibility refers 

to features that remain almost the same when acquired using different PET/CT systems, image acquisition and 

reconstruction settings.  

         To measure reliability, the NEMA IQ phantom containing the inserts was scanned once on a Biograph mCT64 

(Siemens Healthcare, Knoxville, TN, USA). The scan was acquired in list-mode and five statistically replicates of 60 s 

were reconstructed. Three different reconstruction settings were applied: An EARL-compliant reconstruction (EARL1, 

time-of-flight (TOF) with 5 mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian smoothing), an EARL-compliant 

reconstruction including PSF (EARL2, PSF+TOF with 5 mm FWHM), and the clinical preferred setting of this 
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institution (PSF+TOF with 7mm FWHM). The homogeneous insert, the outer part of the necrotic core as well as the 

lower part of the third insert were filled with an activity solution so that a tumor-to-background ratio (TBR) of around 

10:1 was achieved. The upper part of the third tumor was filled with an activity solution leading to a TBR of 5:1, while 

the necrotic core of tumor and spheres were filled with water (see Figure 2). The five statistical equal replicates 

represent an ideal situation as the five images only differ in noise pattern.  

         To measure repeatability, the phantom was scanned four times on the same system (Siemens Biograph 

mCT64) independently. I.e. for every scan the phantom was filled with an activity solution and placed on a slightly 

different position in the scanner. For differences in phantom filling, the scan duration was adjusted so that statistically 

equal replicates were obtained. The exact amount of activity in tumors, spheres, and background is listed in Table 3 

for each scan. Images were reconstructed using the same reconstruction settings as described above. For every scan 

the inserts were delineated separately what could lead to slightly different delineations. Therefore, this scenario 

reflects a more realistic clinical setup.  

Furthermore, a multicenter study was performed in order to measure reproducibility. The inserts were scanned at 

three institutions on six PET/CT systems including four Siemens Healthcare (Biograph mCT40, Biograph mCT64, 

Horizon with extra ring of detectors (TrueV option), and Biograph Vision), one Philips Healthcare (Vereos) and one GE 

Healthcare (Discovery MI 4 ring) system. The data were reconstructed with a clinically relevant scan duration of 60 s. 

The scan duration was adjusted for differences in phantom fillings across centers. Table 3 lists the phantom fillings for 

each scan. Also here, images were reconstructed using the scanner defined reconstruction settings complying with 

the EANM standards (EARL1 and EARL2), as well as the locally clinically preferred settings of each institution. 

Applied reconstruction algorithm, matrix size, and smoothing kernel of the reconstructed images are listed in Table 4. 

The inserts were segmented separately for each scan. 

PET analysis 

Segmentations were performed with an in-house software developed for the analysis and segmentation of PET 

images.. Segmentations were done manually on the low-dose CT for each scan.  

An in-house developed software for the calculation of radiomic features programmed in C++ was used for feature 

calculation (13). All calculated feature values follow the definitions of the Image Biomarker Standardization Initiative 

(IBSI) and are tested to be in compliance with the available benchmarks (14). In total, 436 radiomic features were 

extracted. Before feature calculation, the images were converted to SUV values so that the phantom background had 

a mean SUV value of 1. Features were calculated for images consisting of the original voxel size, as well as for 
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images resampled to 2 mm cubic voxels as recommended (15). Image and binary segmentation mask were 

resampled using trilinear interpolation. Before the extraction of textural features, images were discretized using a fixed 

number of 64 bins (FBN), as well as a fixed bin width (FBW) of 0.25.  

Statistical analysis 

Data analysis was performed with Python 3.6.3 using the packages numPy, sciPy, and matplotlib (16) for figure 

plotting. Statistical analysis was performed using R within the python environment with the Python-R interface rPy2. 

Feature reliability, repeatability, and reproducibility 

In order to measure feature consistency (i.e. reliability, repeatability, and reproducibility) for the three different scan 

setups, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated using the irr package (version 0.84), available from 

the Comprehensive R Archive Network (http://www.r-project.org). A two-way single measure model was used to 

evaluate the consistency of features for all scans. Every 3D printed insert was regarded as a tumor in a patient, while 

each scan was regarded as one observer. The ICC is defined as ratio of inter-cluster variability and sum of inter-

cluster and intra-cluster variability. Therefore, ICC values vary from zero to one, with one representing perfect 

agreement. Furthermore, a high ICC implies that the intra-cluster variability is low when compared with the inter-

cluster variability indicating that a feature with a high ICC can distinguish well between inserts. An ICC higher than 0.9 

is regarded as excellent, values between 0.75 and 0.9, between 0.6 and 0.75, and below 0.6 are regarded as good, 

moderate, and poor, respectively (17).  

ICC values were compared between reconstruction settings, discretization methods, and original vs. resampled data 

using a non-parametric permutation test. A permutation test compares two groups by checking differences in test 

statistics for the groups. The test swaps randomly the elements of both groups for all possible combinations. If the 

statistics do not change after swapping, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. All p-values below 0.01 were 

considered as statistically significant. A Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with a false discovery rate of 0.25 was 

performed to diminish the chance of a Type I error for multiple comparisons. The permutation test was performed 

using the R package perm (version 1.0-0.0) for each feature group separately. 

RESULTS 

All calculated radiomic features are listed in supplemental files 1, 2, and 3 (for EARL1, EARL2, and clinical 

reconstructions, respectively) including their ICCs for each reconstruction setting and discretization method. 
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Figure 3 displays the percentage of features resulting in an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC sorted by feature 

groups for the statistical equal replicates and both discretization methods. The total percentage of excellent, good, 

and moderate ICC values was comparable across all reconstruction settings with the highest values for FBW 

discretization (96.7% for EARL1, 97.4% for EARL2, and 97.9% for the clinically preferred setting vs. 83.2%, 94.2%, 

and 94.7% for FBN discretization, respectively) (see also supplemental Table 1). The EARL1 setting yielded the 

lowest percentage of features with an excellent ICC. When comparing the feature groups, the differences in ICC 

values were only significant for GLRLM features (p-value<0.01). A discretization with FBW resulted in more reliable 

features than FBN discretization, but the ICC values resulted only in significant differences for GLCM features. 

Resampling to cubic voxels had almost no influence on reliability, although it led to a slight increase in number of 

reliable features (see supplemental Figure 1) with no significant differences in ICC values.  

In comparison, the percentages of features yielding excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICCs for the four scans 

acquired on the same system are displayed in Figure 4.  The number of features yielding an excellent ICC decreased 

when compared with the five statistical equal replicates. However, the majority of features still resulted in a good or 

moderate ICC. Also here, a discretization with FBW led to the highest percentage of features with a moderate or 

better ICC (87.8% for EARL1,  90.3% for EARL2, and 91.8% for the clinically preferred reconstruction vs. 78.2%, 

82.1%, and 77.1% for FBN discretization) with a slight increase after resampling (see supplemental Table 2) with 

significant differences for GLCM features (p-value<0.01). The differences between clinically preferred and EARL-

compliant reconstructions were also not significant, but the clinical preferred reconstruction yielded the highest and 

the EARL1 setting the lowest percentage of repeatable features. The only feature group that resulted in less 

repeatable features after resampling were the morphological features (see supplemental Figure 2).  

 In the multicenter setting, the percentage of features yielding a moderate or better ICC is low when compared with 

the other scan settings (see Figure 5). Also here, a discretization with FBW led to the largest percentage of features 

with an ICC higher than 0.6 (71.7% for EARL1, 84.9% for EARL2, 32.3% for the clinically preferred setting vs. 49.3%, 

49.5%, and 38% for FBN discretization). Significant differences in ICC values between the two discretization methods 

were found only for the EARL-compliant reconstructions and some textural feature groups (GLCM and GLRLM 

features for both EARL-compliant reconstructions, NGLDM and GLSZM for EARL2). When discretized with FBN, only 

small and non-significant discrepancies can be observed between the reconstruction settings. While for FBW 

discretization, the difference between EARL-compliant reconstructions and clinical preferred reconstructions led for 

the majority of textural feature groups to significant differences. It should be noted that in the multicenter setting, the 

local clinically preferred reconstructions differed substantially between sites and scanners, while this was not the case 
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in the single scanner experiments desribed. Significant differences in ICC values between EARL1 and EARL2 were 

only observed for GLCM and GLRLM features when discretized with FBW. A resampling to cubic voxels was 

beneficial, especially for textural feature groups, although the differences were not significant (see supplemental 

Figure 3). Also here, the only feature group resulting in less reproducible features after resampling was the group of 

morphological features, where a significant difference was observed (see supplemental Table 3).   

DISCUSSION 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first multicenter and multivendor experimental study that investigates the 

impact of EARL-compliant reconstructions on the repeatability and reproducibility of radiomic features. Our results 

suggest that in a multicenter setting, the use of EARL-compliant reconstructions leads to a larger number of 

reproducible features. A reason for this might be that the clinical preferred reconstructions varied to a large extend in 

terms of spatial resolution/contrast recovery across PET/CT systems. As radiomic features are sensitive to resolution 

and image noise, these  variations could be the reason for a higher variation of radiomic features (18). This is in line 

with the fact that differences in feature consistency between reconstruction settings were not visible in the five 

statistical equal replicates and the four scans acquired on the same scanner where the same local clinically preferred 

reconstruction was applied.  

 In the multi-center setting, EARL-compliant images yield comparable image quality. This might be the reason for the 

low differences in reliability, repeatability and reproducibility of these two reconstruction settings. This result is in line 

with the findings of Kaalep et al. who reported that a harmonization of PET/CT systems using PSF reconstructions is 

feasible (11). Furthermore, our results support the findings of Lasnon et al. who showed that images reconstructed 

with PSF and in line with the EARL-standard can be used for the harmonization of radiomic features (19).  

While EARL-compliant reconstructions yield similar contrast recoveries, the amount of smoothing for clinically 

preferred settings differed across PET/CT systems.  The lower spatial resolution with EARL-compliant reconstructions 

seems to be beneficial in terms of repeatability and reproducibility, but might also eliminate important heterogeneity 

information which is visible in some of the clinically preferred reconstructions. . This effect is lower in the updated 

EARL standards (EARL2), which yields higher contrast recoveries and spatial resolution, and is therefore preferred for 

future multicenter studies. One limitation of this study is that we do not report the accuracy of feature values. As it was 

demonstrated before that radiomics features are biased as function of  acquisition parameters, image reconstruction 

settings, and noise (18,20,21), there is an urgent need for standardization of feature values in order to reduce the 

variability (in bias) of radiomic features across centers. Therefore, we focused on feature consistency and the 
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feasibility of using existing harmonization procedures on the reproducibility of radiomic features. Nonetheless, as an 

high ICC also indicates that features can differentiate well between inserts, our results suggest that EARL-compliant 

reconstructions also result in more meaningful features, especially when using the EARL2 settings. This is in line with 

the findings of Aide et al. who showed that images reconstructed with higher resolution reconstructions improved the 

characterization of breast tumors when compared with EARL1 (22). 

Use of physical phantoms also have limitations, as the 3D printed inserts reflect only three coarse heterogeneity 

patterns. However, they provide a more realistic scenario than publicly available phantoms containing only spheres. 

Furthermore, phantoms have the advantage to provide a more reproducible setting than patient scans as the activity 

solution filled in spheres and background can be matched closely across experiments performed in different 

institutions. 

Moreover, our study confirms previous findings (on clinical datasets) such as the impact of image discretization on the 

reliability and repeatability of radiomic features. Previous studies reported a better repeatability as well as less 

sensitivity to differences in delineations for FBW discretization (7,10,23). Furthermore, Orlhac et al. demonstrated that 

a discretization with FBW led to more meaningful features i.e. features that can distinguish well between tumor types 

(23). Our results also confirm the benefit of a discretization with FBW as it resulted in more consistent features 

especially for EARL-compliant reconstructions.  

The impact of voxel size on radiomic feature values has also been studied before (24,25). Hatt et al. recommended 

the use of isotropic voxels with voxel size of 2 mm (15). Our study supports this recommendation. Especially in the 

multicenter setting, a resampling to cubic voxels led to a better reproducibility of radiomic features. A possible 

explanation might be that a common voxel size might lead to more comparable features as a large amount of features 

is sensitive to differences in slice thickness and voxel size (26,27). The only feature group not benefiting from 

resampling were the morphological features. This effect was only observed in the scan setups where each scan was 

segmented separately. A possible reason might be that the resampling of the tumor segmentation might lead to 

different results depending on the initial position of the delineation in the image.  

The impact of tumor delineation on the sensitivity of radiomic features was also reported previously (7,28,29). Our 

results confirm this finding, as the number of features yielding an excellent ICC decreased from the five statistical 

equal replicates to the four scans acquired on the same system (with repositioning and thus redefinition of tumor 

delineation). However, differences in number of features resulting in a moderate or better ICC might also be caused 

by differences in phantom filling and phantom positioning. Mansor et al. demonstrated that basic SUV features 
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(SUVmax, SUVpeak, SUVmean) are affected by phantom repositioning (30), so it is likely that repositioning also affects 

more complex textural features. However, as a patient repositioning and differences in tumor delineation across 

institutions are part of the general clinical workflow, it is questionable if features highly sensitive to these changes are 

feasible to be used for radiomic analysis in the clinic.    

In summary, this study shows that PET/CT system performance harmonization by the use of EARL-compliant 

reconstructions increases the repeatability and reproducibility of a large number of radiomic features. A discretization 

with FBW and a sampling to 2 mm isotropic voxels have beneficial impact on feature repeatability and reproducibility.
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CONCLUSION 

This study reports on the impact of EARL-compliant reconstructions on the reliability, repeatability, and reproducibility 

of radiomic features in comparison with clinical preferred reconstructions. Our results show that the use of EARL-

compliant reconstructions is beneficial and leads to a larger number of reliable, repeatable, and reproducible features. 

A discretization with FBW and a resampling to cubic 2mm voxels increases the percentage of consistent features. The 

study suggests that EARL-compliant reconstructions should be used for radiomic analysis, especially in a multicenter 

setting. Use of the updated EARL2 standards is preferred because of its higher contrast recovery and spatial 

resolution while providing similar radiomics performance compared to EARL1 standards (11). 
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KEY POINTS: 

QUESTION: Which reconstruction algorithm leads to the most stable radiomic features in a multi‐center 

and multi‐vendor setting? 

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Harmonized image reconstructions (EARL‐compliant) led to a larger number of 

reliable, repeatable, and reproducible radiomic features. This effect increased when images were 

discretized with a fixed bin width and resampled to isotropic voxels before feature extraction. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: In order to make radiomic features comparable across multiple 

centers, multi‐center radiomic studies should be performed using harmonized (EARL‐compliant) 

reconstructions, images should be discretized using a fixed bin width and resampled to isotropic voxels. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1: Different reconstructions of the same patient scan of a patient with Non‐Small‐Cell‐Lung‐Cancer (NSCLC) acquired at 

the Siemens Vision: From left to right: Reconstruction with EARL1, EARL2, and the clinical preferred reconstruction 
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Figure 2: Upper row: Original tumor in PET/CT image (left) and PET/CT scan of phantom insert (from left to right tumor 1, 
tumor 2, tumor 3);  

Lower row: Corresponding STL‐images with tumor‐to‐background ratios 
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Figure 3: Percentage of features extracted from the five statistical equal replicates yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or 
bad ICC for Fixed bin number (FBN) (first row) and Fixed bin width (FBW) discretization (second row) for the different feature 
groups (GLCM: Grey‐Level‐Co‐occurrence‐Matrix, GLRLM: Grey‐Level‐Run‐Length‐Matrix, NGLDM: Neighboring‐Grey‐Level‐
Dependence‐Matrix GLSZM: Grey‐Level‐Size‐Zone‐Matrix, GLDZM: Grey‐Level‐Distance‐Zone‐Matrix, NGTDM: Neighboring‐

Grey‐Tone‐Difference‐Matrix). 
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Figure 4: Percentage of features extracted from the four scans acquired on the same PET/CT system yielding an excellent, 
good, moderate, or bad ICC for FBN (first row) and FBW discretization (second row)  
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Figure 5: Percentage of features extracted from the multicenter setting yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for 
FBN (first row) and FBW discretization (second row)  
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Tables 
 
  EARL1  EARL2  Clinical preferred 

High grey level run 

emphasis3DAVG 

142.24  175.07  130.10 

Busyness3D  0.34  0.30  0.50 

Contrast2DAVG  11.21  14.07  7.64 

Table 1: Radiomic features of patient displayed in Figure 1 found to give valuable information about survival in lung cancer 
patients (31) for different reconstruction settings 
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  Size  Volume 

Tumor 1  40.3 mm x 44 mm x 54.5 mm  46.05 

ml 

Tumor 2 – upper part  33.9 mm x 37 mm x 30 mm  10.75 

ml 

Tumor 2 – lower part  24.3 mm x 40.5 mm x 36.6 mm  13.12 

ml 

Tumor 3 – outer part  56 mm x 54 mm x 65.1 mm  65.35 

ml 

Tumor 3 – necrotic core  25 mm x 24 mm x 31 mm  7.8 ml 

Table 2: Size of 3D printed inserts 
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  Background filling in kBq/ml  Tumor filling in kBq/ml (parts 

10:1/5:1)  

Biograph mCT64 Scan 1  2.2  21.8/15.8 

Biograph mCT64 Scan 2  2.3  22.6/15.5 

Biograph mCT64 Scan 4  1.9  2.1/14.5 

Biograph mCT64 Scan 4 

(included in multicenter study) 

1.4  14.3/9.0 

Horizon  2.2   20.0/10.0 

Vereos  1.2  12.1/4.6 

Biograph mCT40  1.9  19.4/10.0 

Vision  2.6  23.1/11.9 

Discovery MI  1.5  14.6/6.9 

Table 3: Amount of activity in phantom background and tumor inserts for the four scans acquired on same scanner and the 
multi‐center setting 
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  EARL1  EARL2  Clinical 

Horizon  'TOF', 'M256', '5mm'  'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'5mm' 

'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'5mm' 

Vereos  'TOF', 'M144', '6mm'  'PSFTOF', 'M144', 

'5mm' 

'TOF', 'M144', '4mm' 

Biograph mCT40  'TOF', 'M256', '5mm'  'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'5mm' 

'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'7mm' 

Biograph mCT64  'TOF', 'M256', '5mm'  'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'5mm' 

'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'7mm' 

Vision  'TOF', 'M256', '5mm'  'PSFTOF', 'M256', 

'5mm' 

'PSFTOF', 'M256', '0 

mm' 

Discovery MI  'TOF', 'M192', '7mm'  ‘VPFXS’, 'M192', '7 

mm' 

'VPHD', 'M192', '0mm',  

Table 4: Applied reconstruction algorithm, matrix size, and smoothing factor for each scanner. The reconstruction settings of 
the Discovery MI scanner are comparable to: VPFXS is equivalent to a PSF+TOF reconstruction, while VPHD is equivalent to a 

PSF reconstruction 

 



 

Figure 1: Percentage of features extracted from the five statistical equal replicates after resampling to cubic voxels yielding an 
excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for FBN (first row) and FBW discretization (second row) 



 

 

Figure 2: Percentage of features extracted from the four scans acquired on the same PET/CT system after resampling to cubic 
voxels yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for FBN (first row) and FBW discretization (second row)  



 

Figure 3: Percentage of features extracted from the multicenter setting after resampling to cubic voxels yielding an excellent, 
good, moderate, or bad ICC for FBN (first row) and FBW discretization (second row)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Discretization Recon. 
setting 

Excellent 
ICC 

Good ICC Moderate 
ICC 

Bad ICC 

FBN EARL1 0,587156 0,116972 0,12844 0,167431 
EARL2 0,651376 0,188073 0,103211 0,057339 
Clin 0,786697 0,130734 0,029817 0,052752 

FBW EARL1 0,759174 0,142202 0,066514 0,03211 
EARL2 0,883028 0,077982 0,013761 0,025229 
Clin 0,926606 0,043578 0,009174 0,020642 

FBN - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,598624 0,144495 0,149083 0,107798 
EARL2 0,697248 0,18578 0,06422 0,052752 
Clin 0,743119 0,162844 0,050459 0,043578 

FBW - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,855505 0,087156 0,029817 0,027523 
EARL2 0,908257 0,043578 0,022936 0,025229 
Clin 0,928899 0,036697 0,009174 0,025229 

Table 1: Total percentage of features yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for the five statistical replicates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Discretization Recon. 
setting 

Excellent 
ICC 

Good ICC Moderate 
ICC 

Bad ICC 

FBN EARL1 0,28211 0,275229 0,224771 0,21789 
EARL2 0,300459 0,307339 0,213303 0,178899 
Clin 0,220183 0,412844 0,137615 0,229358 

FBW EARL1 0,291284 0,474771 0,112385 0,12156 
EARL2 0,357798 0,449541 0,09633 0,09633 
Clin 0,488532 0,348624 0,080275 0,082569 

FBN - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,288991 0,231651 0,194954 0,284404 
EARL2 0,305046 0,300459 0,211009 0,183486 
Clin 0,309633 0,323394 0,172018 0,194954 

FBW - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,511468 0,259174 0,12156 0,107798 
EARL2 0,550459 0,247706 0,12156 0,080275 
Clin 0,56422 0,259174 0,103211 0,073394 

Table 2: Total percentage of features yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for the four scans acquired on same 
scanner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Discretization Recon. 
setting 

Excellent 
ICC 

Good ICC Moderate 
ICC 

Bad ICC 

FBN EARL1 0,114679 0,21789 0,16055 0,506881 
EARL2 0,165138 0,165138 0,165138 0,504587 
Clin 0,08945 0,208716 0,082569 0,619266 

FBW EARL1 0,08945 0,323394 0,305046 0,28211 
EARL2 0,21789 0,394495 0,236239 0,151376 
Clin 0,061927 0,149083 0,112385 0,676606 

FBN - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,151376 0,222477 0,201835 0,424312 
EARL2 0,268349 0,103211 0,18578 0,442661 
Clin 0,12156 0,176606 0,082569 0,619266 

FBW - 
resampled 

EARL1 0,110092 0,405963 0,252294 0,231651 
EARL2 0,220183 0,454128 0,178899 0,146789 
Clin 0,073394 0,139908 0,137615 0,649083 

Table 3: Total percentage of features yielding an excellent, good, moderate, or bad ICC for the multi-center setting 

 


